
The Atlas 4 Drone System is designed to deliver
“out of the normal” multi-rotor capabilities in

the fields of surveillance, industrial monitoring
and small cargo delivery applications. 

 

ATLAS system is designed to the highest industrial standards, with state of the
art mission command systems, encrypted RF links, redundant safety systems
and reconfigurable payload hub. 
The ATLAS 4 System is able to operate under harsh environmental &
electromagnetic conditions and with minimum man-power & operational
footprint by employing advanced mission-oriented Algorithms. 



Dimensions (length - width - height) - folded
Dimensions (length - width - height) - developed
Rated weight with dual camera load
Maximum take-off weight
Flight autonomy
Telemetry and video range
Degree of protection - tightness
Maximum flight altitude
Maximum wind resistance
Maximum flight speed
Positioning system
Frequency of communications
Temperature operating range
Possibility of automatic take-off / landing
Number of people required
Battery features
Navigation lights

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

64.5 X 64.5 X 48 [cm]
130 X 130 X 48 [cm]

7 - 9.1 [kg]
11 [kg]

Sixty minutes (60 min)
5 [km] - 15 [km] LOS

IP43 - upgradeable to IP55
16,400 [ft] AMSL (5,000 [m])

Up to 10 [m / s] (Up to 5 Beaufort)
18 [m / s] (65 [km / h])
GNSS (GPS & GLONASS)

2.4 [GHz] (AES 128 Encryption)
-20 [° C] to + 60 [° C]
Yes / Using autopilot

One (1) person
Two (2) Lithium, 22.2V, 22.000mAh

Yes (green, red and white)



EDOMON is a Hybrid VTOL UAV based on
Supervolo Hybrid Project Aerial Platform,

designed to deliver reliable and efficient ISR
Operations for the Law enforcement, Civil

Protection and Defence Market.

The EDOMON SYSTEM is designed to operate with minimum man-power
and operational footprint (crew of 2 operators & no runway required)
and is able to operate under harsh environmental & electromagnetic
conditions.
The System is able to deliver enhanced ISR capabilities with the use of
EO/IR, AIS & IMSI Catcher Payloads.



Wing span
Overall length
Weight without load
Useful load
Maximum take-off weight
Flight autonomy
Telemetry and video range
Maximum flight altitude
Maximum wind resistance
Maximum flight speed
Temperature operating range
Number of people required
Propultion System
Fuel type

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

3.000mm (118in)
1.895mm (74.5in)

11.7 kg
2.3 kg
18 kg

Six hours (6 hrs)
54 Nautical Miles (100km) LOS

3,000m (10,000ft)
60km / h

120km / h
-20 [° C] to + 60 [° C]

Crew Composition: 1 operator/1 technician
Hybrid: Electric / Thermal engine

95 RON 40: 1 Mix
 



Atlas 204 Drone System is designed to deliver
high reliability & mission oriented multi-rotor
capabilities in the fields of defence, security &

industrial surveillance applications. 
 

ATLAS 204 system is designed to the highest industrial standards, with state of
the art mission command systems, encrypted RF links, redundant safety systems
and reconfigurable payload hub. 
ATLAS 204 System is able to operate under harsh environmental &
electromagnetic conditions and with minimum man-power & operational
footprint by employing advanced mission-oriented Algorithms. 



Dimensions (length - width - height) - folded
Dimensions (length - width - height) - developed
Rated weight with dual camera load
Maximum take-off weight
Flight autonomy
Telemetry and video range
Degree of protection - tightness
Maximum flight altitude
Maximum wind resistance
Maximum flight speed
Positioning system
Frequency of communications
Temperature operating range
Possibility of automatic take-off / landing
Number of people required
Battery features
Navigation lights

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

35 x 35 x 38 cm
65 x 65 x 38 cm

5.5 kg
8 kg

Forty minutes (40 min)
5 [km] - 10 [km] LOS

IP43
9,000 ft AMSL (3,000 m)

Up to 10 [m / s] (Up to 5 Beaufort)
18 [m / s]

GNSS (GPS & GLONASS)
2.4 [GHz] (AES 128 Encryption)

-10 [° C] to + 50 [° C]
Yes / Using autopilot

One (1) person
One (1) Lithium, 22.2V, 16.000mAh

Yes (green, red and white)


